Laura’s Home by Laura Pedge
PO Box 3395
Grand Junction, CO 81502
970-901-1972 voice
www.laurashome.com
email: laura@laurashome.com

Location: Goodwill Classroom, 24 ½ Rd., just north of Patterson
Come in through the main entrance, classroom is immediately to your left.

Color Class for Wool Appliqué –Thursday February 27th, 1-4 p.m.
Instructor:

Laura Pedge

Class Description:

Color is always the biggest challenge for most quilters as well as hand appliquérs. Laura
takes a “hands on” approach to this mysterious topic as it relates to the endless thread
color possibilities. Most stitchers will match their thread color as closely as possible to their
wools. Laura will provide some guidance to break free from your traditional color “box” and
learn to add dimensionality, personality, shading and a whole new level of artistic creativity
to your wool appliqué projects. During this workshop, students will be provided with a wool
project, fused and ready to stitch on with access to Laura’s thread collection as well.
Students will actually “stitch” various color theories.

Supply List
Every Student will receive the “Busy Basket” project, fused and ready to stitch on, when you
arrive at class.
Laura will have her Valdani thread collection available for students to use with this project
during class; Pearl cotton size 12, Silk Floss and Pearl Silk size 12.
Bring as many of your own threads as you would like to aid with this exercise. Embroidery
floss, pearl cotton, or whatever threads you like to use are fine
Chenille needles, size 24
Scissors for trimming threads
Pen or pencil & paper for taking notes
Recommended: Scrap of flannel fabric for practicing stitching
Recommended: table top light for handwork is helpful
Bring a bottle of water or other beverage for yourself.
Here is the project you will be working on during your
Color Theory class.

